
Rustage - Madara

|verse 1: rustage|

Uh, got the vision, i be on the mission

They been living life like it's a contradiction

On a competition read the job description

I be breaking armies like it's long division

Call me madara, ay

Drop jinchuri, i'm the armada, ay

Looking wooden like they hashirama

I'm gon' read their mind like i'm the guarding that, ay (you lotta know abo

ut the)

Dropping planets like a sleeping atlas

God has planned, he's don't need a raptures

Body language, they gon' see the patterns

Took a peep at writings like it's read of rabbits

They gon' see the matters, took a whole army

Took a lead of actions of a whole kami

You are wreathing at me, keep a pole on me

I'm gon' keeping balance, fire talking like i spit with dragons

|verse 2: shofu|

Fire on me, know i keep it ratio

When the beam attack, you see the demon faction

I won't bleed again

As you don't want to talk, and we don't need the stretch

It's no games, you seeing disaster, sharingan

He move, we move, see moves like clear patch

I be me, what you thinking back?

You speaking fast, the god shinobi, i don't need no raps

Rinnegan, people die when i activate

Drop tools, got plans to reanimate

Or we don't appalled, i bijuu the bomb

I'm reborn, i'm on the kill shit, i'm gon'



I flame shit - katon, got the legendary bloodline

Must fight, izanagi on your friend lines

Now we up like genjutsu, plus i

Hidden in the leaves, coming back for what's mine

|pre-chorus: jhbboss|

Cause a planetary devastation when i'm stepping up

Fire spitting, yeah, that's how i did it, know i'm different, no comparing us

See i'm repping when i walking up, susanoo hard body, you couldn't touch

Shinobis knows me when i stepping up, wanted the feel when i'm in the cut

|chorus: jhbboss & rustage|

You wanna war that's for sure, i'm upping the score, you know that i taking

 'em out

Don't wanna die by the sword, abide to your lord, i'm leaving 'em deep in t

he ground

Rinnegan on me - it's course, i keep me a torch, he talk, then i'm burning 

'em down

I'm finna straight to my core, i'm hunting for more, you know that it's dea

th when you hearing that sound - grrt bow!

|verse 3: rustage|

Uh, send goons to the sediment, uh

Man wounds on the medicine, uh

Man knew when i went through

We all failures of a senju

Made experiment, uh

I be acting like the avatar - way that i cognate elements

I wanna six like the hexagon

I turn a man red like i'm crossing with |?|

|verse 4: shofu|

I need that man dead - that's how i do shinobi

Tan out ten tan - the tool is on me, jutsus holy, infinite tsukuyomi



You be seeing the moon's eye

On point like kunais, you try

You try to try, don't get hook tries

Fool mind, you died, need a new guy

Opps get smacked like a fruit fly

Edo tensei, need a new life

|verse 5: rustage|

They know i'm grown in the war time

They can't smoke, let it spoke with exhaust, i'm

All on my own i can cause that swole time

Blow after blow on the floor like it's four time

Then they gon' torn light, and they all five

But the sword might cut a short life

What i brought eye got a foresight

To leave ninjas like a torn guy

|verse 6: shofu|

I say outside was the wrong side

I play both sides, and they all die

No life, i left no suns

I wakes no times, i use small fries

Throw signs, i got all kinds

I watch hope die with my own eyes

And i won't die for my war crimes

I turn your guys in the yokai

|pre-chorus: jhbboss|

Cause a planetary devastation when i'm stepping up

Fire spitting, yeah, that's how i did it, know i'm different, no comparing us

See i'm repping when i walking up, susanoo hard body, you couldn't touch

Shinobis knows me when i stepping up, wanted the feel when i'm in the cut

|chorus: jhbboss & rustage|



You wanna war that's for sure, i'm upping the score, you know that i taking

 'em out

Don't wanna die by the sword, abide to your lord, i'm leaving 'em deep in t

he ground

Rinnegan on me - it's course, i keep me a torch, he talk, then i'm burning 

'em down

I'm finna straight to my core, i'm hunting for more, you know that it's dea

th when you hearing that sound - grrt bow!


